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Two Twisted Sisters Sect masters were killed by Dustin with one sword, and they died 

with their eyes open. 

Seeing the heads of the two elders rolling to the ground, Caroline Thorne’s eyelids 

jumped with fright, and cold sweat broke out instantly. 

She always thought that Dustin was at the end of his game, and those harsh words just 

now were just a bluff. 

But now, she truly realized how powerful Dustin was. 

Being able to kill two half-step master-level masters with one sword was obviously not a 

sign of being hit by Toshika Cartilage Powder. 

Could it be that the other party is really invulnerable to all poisons? 

“Damn! Fortunately, I wasn’t impulsive just now, otherwise I would have been cold!” 

Reid Gang swallowed. 

The eyes looking at Dustin were full of fear. 

He has never encountered such a powerful person, who is in his twenties, but has such 

terrifying strength. 

Even Simon Bishop, who is known as the number one man in the southwest, may not 

be able to get any advantage from the other party when fighting alone. 

“You…how could you…” 

Caroline Thorne was too shocked to speak complete words, and her b o d y began to 

tremble slightly. 

The two swords that Dustin just slashed were really terrifying. 

The first sword severely wounded Reid Gang, the leader of the Golden Knife Sect. 



The second sword directly killed two half-step master-level masters. 

With just two sword blows before and after, he easily broke the situation and forced her 

into danger. 

For a moment, she didn’t know what to do. 

“You are very clever. If you don’t do it yourself, you will let two of your subordinates die 

in vain. You are really an excellent leader.” 

Dustin held the sword in one hand and began to slowly approach forward. 

“Go to hell!” 

Caroline Thorne, as if facing a formidable enemy, waved her sleeves and took the lead 

in attacking. 

“Whoosh whoosh…” 

A large number of hidden weapons shot out, pressing towards Dustin like a violent 

storm. 

Among these hidden weapons, there is also an ice needle. 

The Ice Divine Needle is a treasure passed down from the ancestors of the Yuanyang 

Clan. It has huge destructive power and also has a freezing effect. 

The Ice Divine Needle is a treasure passed down from the ancestors of the Yuanyang 

Clan. It has huge destructive power and also has a freezing effect. 

Even a martial arts master, if he is hit by the ice needle, his meridians will be 

immediately sealed and his b o d y will freeze. 

It’s just that the number of Ice Needles is too small, only three in total. 

She had used one years ago when she was in danger. 

In order to break Dustin’s protective energy, she used the second one just now. 



Now, it was the last one and her only chance to make a comeback. 

As long as this ice needle hits Dustin, she can still turn defeat into victory. 

So what if it is invulnerable to all poisons? 

In front of the Ice Divine Needle, it was still in vain. 

“Whoosh!” 

Facing the many hidden weapons coming towards him, Dustin didn’t waste any time, 

raised his hand and struck out with another sword. 

The black sword light ejected again, cutting many hidden weapons into powder with a 

devastating force. 

However, just as the black sword light swept across, a blue ice needle emitting a faint 

light, like a spiritual snake emerging from the water, bizarrely penetrated the sword light 

and shot towards Dustin’s eyebrows. 

“You are proud enough to die under my ice needle!” 

Seeing this scene, Caroline Thorne couldn’t help but sneer at the corner of her mouth. 

The Ice Divine Needle specializes in breaking through all kinds of aura, so it can easily 

penetrate the sword light. 

At this time, Dustin had already swung his sword and was unable to make any dodge 

movements. Coupled with the Ice Divine Needle’s ability to break the Gang Qi, as long 

as it hit the target, it would basically be a one-hit kill! 

So Caroline Thorne decided that Dustin would definitely die! 

“Um?” 

At the critical moment, Dustin frowned, raised his hand like lightning, and clamped the 

ice needle that was close at hand with two fingers. 



Just a little bit, almost hit. 

I have to admit that this hidden weapon is really weird, silent and hard to guard against. 

It can also ignore the sword’s slashes and can only be captured with physical strength. 

If he didn’t have keen perception, he might not be able to catch it. 

 


